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Accuracy of error propagation exemplified with ratios of random variables
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The method of error propagation provides a convenient tool for calculating mean and variance of a
measurand from means and variances of primarily measured quantities. However, being based on a
~usually first-order! Taylor approximation of the measurement function, it only yields approximate
results with unknown accuracy. We develop a method for estimating the accuracy of~Nth-order!
error propagation for an arbitrary number of correlated random quantities, and apply our findings to
the ratio of two random variables~RVs!. A comparison with some analytically solved expressions
for certain probability density functions~PDFs! as well as with some computer simulations reveals
the excellent quality of our estimates as long as the involved PDFs are not significantly skew. For
the ratio of two RVs it turns out that conventional, first-order error propagation is safely applicable
~with about 1% accuracy! as long as the denominator’s mean is larger than about 12 times its
standard deviation. Using second-order error propagation, the approximation for the ratio’s mean
can be refined, yielding 1% accuracy if the denominator’s mean is larger than about four times its
standard deviation. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!04603-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most important~and most frequently used! way to
assess the quality of a measurement procedure and to d
mine the influence of various system parameters on the o
all measurement accuracy is the calculation of the root m
square error~i.e., the standard deviation! connected with the
final measurement result~the measurand! from means and
variances of the primarily measured quantities.1 From ana
priori point of view ~i.e., without any measurements bein
yet available! there are basically two approaches to this ta

~1! If the first-order joint probability density function
~PDF! of the primarily measured quantities is known, o
can, in principle, evaluate all moments of the measura
either by analytical means2,3 or by means of compute
simulations.4 This approach is undoubtedly the most exa
one, but it has some serious disadvantages:

~i! First, it is rather time-consuming in general, owin
either to the analytical complexity of the involved in
tegrals, or to the long simulation times required
generate enough realizations for reliable averaging

~ii ! Second, this method leads~if at all! only to rather
complex analytical expressions for the measuran
mean and variance that are impractical to handle,
pecially if, e.g., system parameters ought to be o
mized.

~iii ! Third, detailed knowledge of the primarily measur
quantities’ joint PDF ~including all correlation ef-
fects!! is rarely available. Simple models~such as a
jointly Gaussian PDF! are ofno advantage in genera
If the measurand is, e.g., given by theratio of two

a!Electronic mail: pwinzer@nt.tuwien.ac.at
1440034-6748/2000/71(3)/1447/8/$17.00
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primarily measured quantities, substituting a joint
Gaussian PDF for the true PDF will lead to the res
that finite moments do not exist!5,6

~2! A standard way of calculating mean and variance
a measurand from means and variances of the primarily m
sured quantities is the method of error propagation found
most textbooks on statistics and probability,7–10 recom-
mended by international standards,1 and frequently applied
in all fields of science and engineering.11–16The method pro-
vides a convenient tool whenever the first two~joint! mo-
ments of the primarily measured quantities are known, wh
their joint PDF is unknown, a case frequently encountered
practice. Evolving from a~usually first-order! Taylor ap-
proximation of the measurement function, the method c
only yield approximateresults.17 These are, however, simpl
in form, easily derived and interpreted, and sufficiently a
curate for many practically relevant cases.

Having introduced error propagation as an approxim
method, the next question consequently has to aim at
validity. However, there are—to the best of o
knowledge—no quantitative analyses in literature onhow
well error propagation approximates the exact moments
random variables~RVs! typically encountered in engineerin
practice.18 The only statements we were able to find are ve
vague, qualitative hints such as ‘‘the measurement func
has to be sufficiently smooth to justify the use of a Tay
approximation,’’19 or ‘‘the nonlinearity of the measuremen
function must not be significant.’’1

The lack of quantitative criteria of validity makes th
application of error propagation problematic in situatio
where the measurement function is significantly nonlin
~e.g., a ratio!, and where the quality of the primarily mea
sured quantities~expressed, e.g., in terms of a signal-to-no
ratio! is bad. Such situations were encountered in the an
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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1448 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 3, March 2000 P. J. Winzer
sis of Doppler wind lidar measurement systems,20–23but are
also found in other areas of science and engineering~e.g., in
radioactivity measurements24!.

It is the aim of this article toquantitativelyanalyze the
conditions under which error propagation may be emplo
with acceptable accuracy. After giving a short review
Nth-order error propagation~Sec. II!, we introduce a method
of estimating its accuracy, enabling us to make quantita
statements on its validity~Sec. III!. We then apply our find-
ings to the important case of aratio of two random variables
probably the nonlinear measurement function most
quently encountered in practice~Sec. IV!. Finally, we com-
pare the results of our method to some analytically sol
problems as well as to some computer simulations~Sec. V!.

II. THE METHOD OF ERROR PROPAGATION

As pointed out above, the method of error propagat
approximately expresses ensemble average and variance
functiong(X1 ,X2 ,...) of RVsXi by means of their ensembl
averageŝXi&, their variancessXi

2 5^(Xi2^Xi&)
2&, and their

covariancescXi ,Xj
5^XiXj&2sXi

sXj
; it is based on a Taylor

series expansion ofg(x1 ,x2 ,...) around (̂ X1&,^X2&,...).
Depending on how many terms of the series are retained,
finds slightly differing formulas. Specializing, for the sake
clearness but without loss of generality, to a function of t
RVs X andY, the following expressions can be given: Th
equations usually encountered in literature, using only a
ear ~first-order! Taylor approximation, read

^g~X,Y!&'^gI~X,Y!&5^g& I5g ~1!

and

sg(X,Y)
2 'sgI (X,Y)

2 5sg,I
2 5~]xg!2sX

21~]yg!2sY
2

12]xg]ygcX,Y . ~2!

~For the sake of a compact notation, we introduced the
breviations

g[g~^X&,^Y&!

and

]xyg[
]g~x,y!

]x]y U
x5^X&
y5^Y&

;

roman indices denote the order of the Taylor approximat
used.! Note that Eqs.~1! and ~2! do not make use of all
available information onX and Y: A second-order Taylor
approximation19 of g(x,y) leads to the more accurate expre
sion for the ensemble average
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^g~X,Y!&'^gII~X,Y!&5^g& II5g1 1
2 ]xxgsX

21 1
2 ]yygsY

2

1]xygcX,Y ~3!

and—if all terms leading to higher moments than the sec
moment are omitted~thus the second approximate sign in t
equations to follow!!—to the variance formula

sg(X,Y)
2 'sgII (X,Y)

2 'sg,II
2

5~]xg!2sX
21~]yg!2sY

212]xg]ygcX,Y

2 1
4 ~]xxgsX

21]yygsY
212]xygcX,Y!2.

~4!

If the RVs areuncorrelated, it is possible to retain parts o
up to the fifth term of the Taylor expansion, leading to t
refined expressions

^g~X,Y!&'^gIV~X,Y!&'^g& IV

5g1 1
2 ]xxgsX

21 1
2 ]yygsY

2

1 1
4 ]xxyygsX

2sY
2 ~5!

and

sg(X,Y)
2 'sgIV(X,Y)

2 'sg,IV
2

5~]xg!2sX
21~]yg!2sY

2

2 1
4 ~]xxgsX

21]yygsY
2 !

1~]xg]xyyg1]yg]xxyg!sX
2sY

2

2 1
4 ]xxyygsX

2sY
2~]xxgsX

2

1]yygsY
21 1

4 ]xxyygsX
2sY

2 !. ~6!

III. APPROXIMATE LIMITS OF VALIDITY

Obviously, the approximations~1!–~6! are only valid if
the use of the respective Taylor approximationgN(x,y) of
order N can be justified in the integral expressions for t
first and second moments ofg(X,Y). ~Clearly, an error cri-
terion like ugN(x,y)2g(x,y)u!ug(x,y)u, based on thelocal
quality of the Taylor approximation, is not pertinent here!
We will thus proceed to estimate the quality of the method
error propagation by an integral approach: The relative e
«m,N made by using the error propagation formulas for t
ensemble average ofg(X,Y) and «s,N for the standard de-
viation are given by
«m,N5U12E E
2`

`

gN~x,y!p~x,y!dx dyY E E
2`

`

g~x,y!p~x,y!dx dyU ~7!

and

«s,N5U12A**2`
` gN

2 ~x,y!p~x,y!dx dy2@**2`
` gN~x,y!p~x,y!dx dy#2

**2`
` g2~x,y!p~x,y!dx dy2@**2`

` g~x,y!p~x,y!dx dy#2 U, ~8!
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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1449Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 3, March 2000 Error propagation
where p(x,y) denotes the joint PDF ofX and Y. Since
p(x,y) is unknown in general~otherwise we would not have
to use the approximate method of error propagation!, we try
to get estimatesof the errors«m,N and «s,N by substituting
for p(x,y) a functionp̃(x,y) that is

~i! constant within a certain range around (^X&,^Y&),
~ii ! zero outside that range, and
~iii ! normalized to unit volume to reflect the unity pro

ability mass of a true PDF.

This substitution can be motivated by the fact that m
PDFs typically encountered in engineering practice are c
centrated around their means with~if at all! only little skew-
ness, such that roughly 90% of all realizations will be fou
within about 61.5s. It has to be explicitly stated at thi
point that the described substitution is not intended to
mathematically exact, and will not work for arbitrary PDF
~especially for significantly skew ones, as shown in Sec.!;
it provides anintegral estimatefor the error made by apply
ing the method of error propagation. In the discussion in S
V it will be seen that this estimate yields highly satisfyin
results.

Concerning theboundary of the range within which
p̃(x,y) differs from zero, our investigations showed that t
ellipsewith constant Gaussian probability density that co
prises 90% of the probability mass of the jointly Gauss
PDF, whose first two moments equal those of the unkno
PDF, is suited well; this ellipse is given by the equation

~x2^X&!2

sX
2 22r

~x2^X&!~y2^Y&!

sXsY
1

~y2^Y&!2

sY
2 5C,

~9!

wherer5cX,Y /sXsY denotes the correlation coefficient o
X andY. The parameterC is determined from

1

2pA12r2 E Ej222rjh1h25C
expF2

~j222rjh1h2!

2~12r2! G
3dj dh590%. ~10!

Figure 1 givesC as a function ofr. It can be seen that Eq
~10! is very well approximated by the parabolaC54.6
24.6r2. For the uncorrelated case (r50) we find C54.6.
~For sX5sY the boundary then becomes a circle of rad
2.1sX .!

FIG. 1. Parameter of the ellipsej222rjh1h25C that comprises 90% of
the probability mass of a jointly Gaussian PDF.
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Figure 2 visualizes the substitution forr50.5 using the
abbreviations j5(x2^X&)/sX and h5(y2^Y&)/sY . It
shows the appropriate jointly Gaussian PDF that serve
determine the boundary of the elliptic cylinderp̃(x,y), given
by j22jh1h253.45.

This particular choice for the integration region’s sha
has several advantages:

~i! it can be treated with reasonable mathematical a
computational effort,

~ii ! it can easily be extended to more than two RVs
using the multidimensional ellipsoids determined
the corresponding multivariate Gaussian distributio
and

~iii ! it is also capable of adequately dealing with corre
tions.

IV. APPLICATION TO QUOTIENTS

We now proceed to apply our method of estimating t
validity of error propagation to the case whereg(X,Y)
5X/Y5Z is theratio of two random variables, an operatio
frequently encountered in science and engineering when
the normalization to a measured quantity is of concern.

A. Error propagation formulas

Inserting the partial derivatives ofZ5X/Y into Eqs.
~1!–~6! directly yields the error propagation formulas for
ratio

^Z& I5
^X&

^Y&
, ~11!

sZ,I
2 5

^X&2

^Y&2 F 1

a2 1
1

b2 2
2r

abG , ~12!

^Z& II5
^X&

^Y& F11
1

b2 2
r

abG , ~13!

FIG. 2. To estimate the error made by applying error propagation, we
stitute for the true PDF an elliptic cylinder, whose boundary is determi
by the ellipse comprising 90% of the probability mass of the correspond
jointly Gaussian PDF.~Shown here is the case forr50.5.!
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Evaluation of Eq.~13! for a5b ~a! anda50 ~b! with r as a parameter: The second-order results can differ significantly from those obtained
conventional, first-order formula, Eq.~11!.
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sZ,II
2 5

^X&2

^Y&2 F 1

a2 1
1

b2 2
2r

ab
2

1

b4 S rb

a
21D 2G , ~14!

^Z& IV5
^X&

^Y& F11
1

b2G , ~15!

sZ,IV
2 5

^X&2

^Y&2 F 1

a2 1
1

b2 2
1

b4 1
3

a2b2G . ~16!

The parametersa5^X&/sX andb5^Y&/sY are identified as
the square roots of the RVs’signal-to-noise ratiosor—
expressed in statistical terms—as their inverse coefficient
variation.

An important remark is in order at this point: Comparin
Eq. ~11! to Eq. ~13!, we notice anoffset of ^X&/^Y&@1/b2

2r/(ab)# in the more accurate approximation^Z& II with
respect to the conventionally used formula^Z& I . As shown
in Fig. 3, where Eq.~13! is evaluated as a function ofb with
r as a parameter, this offset can take on significant valu
For a5b @Fig. 3~a!# it becomes clear that the deviation
^Z& II from ^Z& I can well exceed 10% forb,3 and, forr
50, does not fall below 1% forb,10! For a50 ~i.e., for
^X&50! and correlated RVs, we do find significant valu
for ^Z& II , whereas the first-order formula Eq.~11!, gives
^Z& I[0 @Fig. 3~b!#.

B. Limits of validity

Having given all error propagation formulas for the ra
of two RVs, we proceed to estimate their limits of validi
using the method presented in Sec. III. We will find nec
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sary conditions for the reliable application of error propag
tion that will be verified by means of some examples in S
V.

Inserting the Taylor expansions

gI~x,y!5
^X&

^Y&
1

1

^Y&
~x2^X&!2

^X&

^Y&2 ~y2^Y&!, ~17!

gII~x,y!5
^X&

^Y&
1

1

^Y&
~x2^X&!2

^X&

^Y&2 ~y2^Y&!

1
^X&

^Y&3 ~y2^Y&!22
1

^Y&2 ~x2^X&!~y2^Y&!,

~18!

for g(x,y)5x/y into the expressions~7! and~8! for the rela-
tive errors«m,N and«s,N , and using the substitution functio
p̃(x,y), we obtain the curves shown in Figs. 4–6: Figur
4~a! and 4~b! give the estimated errors«m,I , «m,II , «s,I , and
«s,II for a5b with r as a parameter. The result for^Z&
obtained by conventional, first-order error propagation
predicted to be off its true value by about 10% forb&3 and
can still be off by about 1% forb'10. Second-order erro
propagation, on the other hand, can be expected to w
within 1% accuracy forb*4, which underlines the impor
tance of the offset term in Eq.~13! as discussed along with
Fig. 3. Concerning the estimated error for the variance
proximations, Fig. 4~b! shows that first-order error propaga
tion should be nearly as good as its second-order equiva
the 10% accuracy limit is reached atb'4, and the 1% limit
only at b'12. This high value for error propagation to b
FIG. 4. Estimated errors~a! for the mean,«m,I ~solid! and «m,II ~dashed!, as well as~b! for the standard deviation,«s,I ~solid! and «s,II ~dashed!, for a
5b. The parameterr takes on the values 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Estimated errors~a! for the mean,«m,I ~solid! and«m,II ~dashed!, as well as~b! for the standard deviation,«s,I ~solid! and«s,II ~dashed!, for r50. The
parametera takes on the values 0.1, 1, and 10.
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applicable with reasonable ('1%) accuracy is a very re
markable result. For example, it implies that for photon
particle counting experiments producing a Poisson dist
uted variable~whose variance equals its mean!, the denomi-
nator of a normalizing measurement has to have an ave
count of at least about 1225144 for conventional error
propagation to be safely applicable!

Figures 5~a! and 5~b! give the results forr50 with a as
a parameter. The good agreement with Fig. 4 shows tha
quality of the numerator has only little influence on the er
brought by using error propagation in the uncorrelated ca
For correlated RVs, however,~Fig. 6 depicts the situation fo
r50.5! the sensitivity of the accuracy of error propagation
changes ina is considerably higher, especially for^Z& and
small values ofa, where conventional error propagatio
completely fails, as noted along with Fig. 3~b!.

Having applied our method of estimating the accuracy
error propagation to quotients of RVs, we will next provide
validation by comparing our estimates to someexactresults
for known PDFs, where Eqs.~7! and ~8! can be evaluated
analytically, as well as to some results obtained by mean
computer simulations.

V. EXAMPLES

For a validation of our method of estimating the qual
of error propagation, we analytically determined mean a
standard deviation of the following~uncorrelated! RVs ~cf.
Fig. 7 and see the Appendix for detailed definitions!: uni-
form RVs, two-value discrete RVs with and without skew
ness, gamma RVs, and power RVs. In addition to these
Downloaded 23 Nov 2005 to 128.131.67.120. Redistribution subject to A
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cases, we generated realizations ofcorrelatedRVs on a com-
puter via weighted sums of two uncorrelated, uniform RV
as described in detail in the Appendix.

The results for the uncorrelated case anda5b are
shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, where the thick black lines
reproduce our estimates for«m,I and«s,I ~solid!, as well as
for «m,II and«s,II ~dashed! from Fig. 4. The shaded region
indicate the areas within which theexactevaluations of«m,I ,
«m,II , «s,I , and«s,II , as well as the results of our comput
simulations lie. It can be seen that the estimate for«m,I is
very well reproduced by the exact results, whereas the e
mate of«m,II is slightly pessimistic for unskewed RVs. Th
three thin dashed curves termed ‘‘skew’’ in Fig. 8~a! fall
outside that range; they correspond to RVs, whose PDF
hibits significant asymmetry~skewness!: The uppermost
curve was obtained for power RVs with skewness betw
20.57 and22, depending on the respective value ofb, and
the intermediate and lower curves give the results for tw
value discrete RVs with skewness21.5 and 1.5, respec
tively. As expected, our estimation becomes less accurat
this situation, owing to the choice of anunskewedsubstitu-
tion functionp̃(x,y), Sec. III. It is interesting to note that ou
estimates are more accurate for positive skewness than
negative skewness; the results for gamma RVs~with moder-
ate positive skewness, cf. the Appendix! do not even lie out-
side the shaded region.

Figure 8~b! presents the results for the standard dev
tion: Again, our estimates are seen to accurately fit the ex
error curves for the unskew cases lying within the shad
area, whereas they fail for significantly skew RVs~thin
lines!. @As in Fig. 8~a! the upper curve represents pow
FIG. 6. Estimated errors~a! for the mean,«m,I ~solid! and «m,II ~dashed!, as well as~b! for the standard deviation,«s,I ~solid! and «s,II ~dashed!, for r
50.5. The parametera takes on the values 0.1, 1, and 10.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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RVs, and the intermediate and lower curves correspon
two-value discrete RVs with skewness21.5 and 1.5, respec
tively.# Note that—unlike expected at a first glance—seco
order error propagation sometimes produces slightlyworse
results for the standard deviation than the first-order form
las do. The reason for this feature~which applies for skew
and unskew RVs alike! lies in the omission of many impor
tant terms leading to higher moments than the first two in
~4!, as indicated there by the second approximate sign.

We also investigated the quality of the fourth-order er
propagation formula for the standard deviation of uncor
lated RVs, Eq.~16!: Despite the fact that even more terms
the Taylor approximation had to be omitted there@cf. Eq.
~6!#, this expression was seen to be more accurate by up
factor of 5 compared to the first-order formulas.

Finally, Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! give a comparison forcorre-
latedRVs with r50.5 and witha as a parameter. Again, th
thick lines represent our estimates and are redrawn from
6~a!. The good agreement between the estimates and
simulated values~thin lines! is evident for the ensemble av
erages~a!. The same is true for the standard deviation~b!,
where all curves~estimated and simulated! are found to lie
within the shaded region.

APPENDIX

In this Appendix we define the RVs used for validatin
the estimated limits of validity of error propagation.

FIG. 7. To validate our estimates for the validity of error propagation,
used the PDFs shown here. The Gamma PDF and power PDF is give
three different parameters~cf. the Appendix!.
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First and second moments of the quotientX/Y of two
uncorrelated RVsX andY with PDFspX(x) and pY(y) are
generally determined by

^Z&5E E
2`

` x

y
pX~x!pY~y!dx dy ~A1!

and

^Z2&5E E
2`

` x2

y2 pX~x!pY~y!dx dy, ~A2!

yielding the variancesZ
25^Z2&2^Z&2.

Uncorrelated uniform RVs

From Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!, first and second moments o
the quotient of two uncorrelated RVs, uniformly distribute
over @^X&2)sX ,^X&1)sX# and @^Y&2)sY ,^Y&
1)sY# are readily calculated as

^Z&5
^X&

^Y&

b

2)
lnUb1)

b2)
U ~A3!

and

sZ
25

^X&2

^Y&2

111/a2

123/b2 2^Z&2, ~A4!

provided that the PDF of the denominator does not exten
zero ~i.e., thatb.)!. In these expressions we used the a
breviationsa5^X&/sX andb5^Y&/sY .

Uncorrelated two-value discrete RVs

The PDF of a two-value discrete RV is given by

pX~x!5a d~x2@A2DA# !1~12a!d~x2A!, 0<1,
~A5!

whered(•) denotes Dirac’s delta functional. For this type
RV, the inverse coefficient of variationa and the coefficient
of skewnesssX5^(X2mX)3&/sX

3 ~a measure for the PDF’s
asymmetry! evaluate to

a5~A/DA2a!/Aa~12a!, ~A6!

sX5~2a21!/Aa~12a!. ~A7!

For a desired skewness one can thus determinea, and from
a and a one finds the parameterA/DA. As expected, for a

for
FIG. 8. Comparison of our estimates~thick lines! for «m,I , «m,II , «s,I , and«s,II with the exact solutions fora5b andr50. Apart from three significantly
skew cases~thin lines!, all exact solutions lie within the shaded regions.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Comparison of our estimates for«m,I , «m,II , «s,I , and«s,II with results of computer simulations forr50.5 anda50.1, 1, and 10. Our estimates fo
the mean@thick lines in ~a!# agree well with the simulation results@thin lines in ~a!#. The estimated and simulated curves for the standard deviation lie
within the shaded area in~b!.
be

g-

d

-
fi-

er
d

s

g

d

symmetric PDF (sX50) we obtain a50.5, i.e., equal
weights of the two Dirac functionals; the parameterA/DA
then evaluates to 0.5(a11).

The moments of the quotient of two Dirac RVs can
evaluated analytically, yielding

^Z&5
^X&

^Y& F11
b~12b!

~B/DB21!B/DBG ~A8!

and

sZ
25

^X&2

^Y&2 F11
1

a2G
3F ~B/DB!21~12b!~122B/DB!

~B/DB!2~B/DB21!2 ~B/DB2b!2G
2^Z&2, ~A9!

whereb and B/DB have the same meaning for theY as a
andA/DA have forX.

Uncorrelated gamma RVs

A gamma RV is given by the PDF2

pX~x!5
1

G~a2!
xa221e2x, x>0, ~A10!

whereG(•) denotes Euler’s gamma function. Shown in Fi
ure 7~c! are the PDFs fora5&, A5, and A10. Gamma
variables are slightly skew with a coefficient of skewness7 of
sX52/a.

It is shown in Ref. 2 that the ratio of two uncorrelate
gamma RVs have beta distribution

pZ~z!5
1

B~a2,b2!

za221

~11z!a21b2 , z>0, ~A11!

with the beta functionB(a,b)5G(a)G(b)/G(a1b). The
first two moments of Eq.~A11! exist for b.&. With the
help of Ref. 25, the ensemble average and variance ofZ can
then be expressed analytically as

^Z&5B~a211,b221!/B~a2,b2! ~A12!

and
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sZ
25B~a212,b222!/B~a2,b2!

2@B~a211,b221!/B~a2,b2!#2. ~A13!

Uncorrelated power RVs

A power RV is given by the PDF2

pX~x!5~A11a221!x
A11a222, 0,x,1. ~A14!

Figure 7~d! shows this PDF fora54, 6, and 8. The asym
metry of this type of PDF is immediately evident; its coef
cient of skewness lies between20.57 and 22 for a
.2&.

The mean and variance of the quotient of two pow
RVs can readily be evaluated analytically; the results rea

^Z&5
^X&

^Y&

~A11b221!2

A11b2~A11b222!
~A15!

and

sZ
25

^X&2

^Y&2 F11
1

a2GF ~A11b221!3

~11b2!~A11b223!
G2^Z&2,

~A16!

valid for b.2&.

Simulation of correlated RVs

To validate our limits of validity forcorrelatedRVs as
well, we generatedM realizations of two independent RV
U and V, uniformly distributed over@20.5,0.5#. We then
linearly transformed them according to

X5a1U, ~A17!

Y5c1bU1V, ~A18!

where the parametersa, b, andc were determined accordin
to

a5a/~2) !, ~A19!

b5r/A12r2, ~A20!

c5b/~2) A12r2!. ~A21!

After calculating the quotientZi for each realization, we use
the unbiased estimators
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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m̂Z51/M(
i 51

M

Zi , ~A22!

ŝZ
251/~M21!(

i 51

M

~Zi2m̂Z!2 ~A23!

for ^Z& and sZ
2 . Depending ona and b we needed up to

M553108 realizations for sufficiently accurate results.
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